We measured color-breakup thresholds for a simple field-sequential color stimulus while varying its luminance, contrast, and retinal velocity. Data analysis yielded an equation that predicts whether color breakup will be visible fur specified viewing conditions. We compare this equation with an earlier version and discuss its uses and limitations. the color breakup. Usually, though, stimuli on FSC displays replace Iheir backgrounds instead of summing «iih them, so this aspect of the experiment was a confound that should not occur in practical cases. The present experiment avoided tins confound by changing the hafdwan* configuration
Method Participants

InlroducXion
Field-sequential color (FSC) displays are attractive ft* head-mounted and projection applications because they have a resolution advantage over conventional color displays that is particularly useful when the display must be small. They arc prone to the imagc-quahty problem called color breakup, though, when run ai the usual 180-H/ field rate. Unfortunately, the conditions under which 18011/. is satisfactory are largely unknown. More iiiiportunil>. ihc way» m which viewing parameters such as image contrast, retinal velocity, anil adapting luminance affect field-rale requirements have not been established very well.
Arcnd. Lubm. Gille. & Larimer |l] used known spatiotcmporal properties of the human visual systems luminance -inline mechanism [o predict the visibility of color breakup for a 180-H/ FSC display in terms of JNDs. They obtained a value of roughly 3 JNIX. which implies that breakup should be readily visible.
Post. Monnier. & Calhoun I2| measured Meld rates that produced threshold color-breakup detection for an FSC target over a wide range of viewing conditions. After averaging the thresholds across participants, we found that 97% of the variance was accounted for by H = 66.f>i:"°M i:f V"' : .
<D
where L is the target's luminance in cd/nr. M is its luminance modulation. V is Us retinal velocity in degreesA. and R is the threshold field nnc in hclds/s. Our apparatus superimposed the FSC target on the background, however, so the target and background summed spudally to produce a color mixture As a result, changing the target's luminance contrast also changed the excitation purity of the ROB fields constituting it and may have affected the visibility of
The participants consisted of the four present authors, plus two volunteers. Their ages ranged from 28 to 50 years They were screened for 20/20 near and far Sncllcn acuity icorrecied or uncorrcctcd) and normal color vision. The participants served in pilot studies before formal data collection began and therefore had substantial practice with the apparatus and stable criteria for judging the presence or absence ot color breakup. Furthermore, all participants except AN look part in the Host ct al 121 study.
Apparatus
The apparatus (sec Figure I) consisted of a monocular Maxwcllian-vicw optical system and used a rotating filter wheel to produce an FSC target on a uniform background al field rales up to 6 kHz. The target subtended A arc-minutes x 2 degrees visually (H x V) and moved horizontally ut constant velocity through a 10-dcgrce field of view, pausing briefly after cadi sweep. Trie apparatus was configured so the target cU not sum with the background; otherwise, it was similar with apparatus that is described in more detail in [2] . 
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38.3/ Post
The C1E chromatic ity coordinates of the ROB fields (900 Figure 2) were chosen lo mulch the RGB primaries of a typical color CRT. The fields were isolummant. therefore. ihc color produced when ihc filler wheel spun was u purplish while, having ihc chromaticily coordinates shown in Figure 2 . The background (also represented in Figure 2 ) was a slightly greenish while due to ihc presence of ultraviolet and infrared filters. Details of the calibration procedure arc given in [2|.
• ■ Trials cycled first through ihc retinal vclocilics. then the target modulations, and finally the background luminances, starting at ihc lowest values in each case. Thus, background luminance varied the least often and the participanf s level of light adaptation was stabilized. Typically, the participants completed two or three background luminances in a I-lo I 5-hour session For each trial, ihc participant lovealcd a central fixation point, observed sweeps ol Ihc target, and adjusted the filler-wheel's rotational velocity until color breakup in the target was jusi invisible. Next, ihc participant set the velocity lo a higher, random selling and then adjusted it until color breakup was just visible
The average of the two velocities was taken a% the participant's threshold for thai trial and converted lo the equivalent held rale in tields/s. Under some viewing conditions, the participant was unable lo sec ihc stimulus sufficiently to produce a setting, in these cases, Ihc condition was skipped. The target's appearance when it was moving is illustrated in Figure 3 . The figure is meant lo show that visual persistence caused the moving target lo paint an image thai resembled a chromatic grating. At the km« rciinal velocities, luminances, and contrasts, the grating was narrow (i.e.. contained only a few bars) and moved from one side io the other. As velocity, luminance, «id contrast increased, the grating became wider In the limn, ihc grating occupied ihc full field of view and appeared to be presented in brief flashes having i duration dictated by the velocity of each retinal sweep. In all cases, adjustment of the filler wheel's velocity altered ihc grating's spatial frequency. Thus, the detection of color breakup in (his task was equivalent with ihc detection of chromatic modulation in a grating, and ihc participant's lask consisted of adjusting the fieM rale unlit chromatic modulation was either just below threshold (yielding a monochrome stimulus) or just above ihrcshold (yielding a faintly mulli-colorcd grating). The participants were told lo ignore any luminance modulation they might see and make their sellings strictly accotding lo chromatic differences.
Figure 3. Target's appearance when ft/tJV) = 0.17 cycles/degree and ihc target moved lefl-lu-righi. Right-to-lcfl motion reversed ihc order of ihc RGB fields.
BgutHi
The data were averaged over participants, and conditions for which one or more participants were unable to set a threshold were deleted to avoid biasing the results The mean loi the highest largci luminance (22 lb cd/m'') at unity modulation and 200 dcgrccsA was deleted also because ii was clearly anomalous (sec Figure 4) . so retaining ii would have degraded uur abiUt> to fit ihc rest of the daia. Wc were left »ith a data set containing 53 means.
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Nonlinear regression was used to find the best-filting coefficients for an equation of the same fonn as Equation I. using the Statistical Analysis System's NUN procedure. Figure 4 shows the reason Over the ranges of viewing conditions we explored, the equations yield very similar predictions.
Those who wish to use Equations I or 2 should be cautioned that extrapolating beyond the range of viewing conditions for which we have reported data can yield unrcalislically high predictions For example, for 4econdition involving 5 cd/m* background luminance. 0.4"? modulation, and 2<Xtdcgrccsys. Equation 2 predicts thai a 759-H/ field rate is needed to prevent color breakup However, none of our participants were able (o establish a threshold for this condition (note that Figure  4 snows no data for this case) Thcrcfocc. in practice. die field rate for this viewing condition is immaterial We would like to develop a more general model that predicts the points at which the stimulus can no longer be seen and. therefore, the field rale is irrelevant. I*rcliminary exploration of this idea and comparison of the results against published data on spatial chromalicmodulatton thresholds indicate (hat this goal is achievable. We would also like to check to see whether data for cases where (he eye moves and the target is stationary arc equivalent with the moving-target + stationär. ■;■ -cases we have studied thus far. In (he meantime, ihough. Equations I and 2 provide the best tools available currently for predicting color breakup.
